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Abstract

The number of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) and the level of automation in
modern vehicles is increasing at a rapid pace. Multiple of these ADASs can be active at the same
time and therefore often need to interact with each other. A supervisor layer is responsible for
proper coordination of the control tasks within the low-level ADASs controllers. The complexity
of this supervisor layer is increasing. Given these trends and the fact that ADASs are safety-
critical systems, the design of well-performing supervisors is challenging. Therefore, in this paper
we present a systematic approach to model-based supervisor design using discrete-event system
representations. In particular, this paper shows that the proposed method is suitable to deal
with multiple and complex systems of interacting ADASs. This is demonstrated by means of a
case study on Cruise Control and Adaptive Cruise Control for a modern passenger vehicle. The
resulting supervisor is validated by both simulations and experiments on a passenger vehicle.
Based on the result presented in this paper, it can be concluded that the model-based supervisor
design, simulation and implementation method is promising and powerful for future applications
in automated vehicle systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today’s modern vehicles contain many Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs). Examples
of such ADASs are various forms of (adaptive) cruise controllers, lane-keeping assistance systems
and collision-avoidance systems. Besides enhancing driver comfort, the general aim of these ADASs
is to increase traffic safety and throughput, and to reduce fuel consumption and air pollution [1–5].
The design of such ADASs and their interaction is in general complex since they should be able
to perform well in a large variety of traffic situations. Therefore, a clear design architecture
is essential. A typical control architecture for these highly advanced systems is shown in Fig.
1.1. Observe that actuators and sensors are directly connected to the low-level ADASs controllers.
These low-level ADAS controllers are supervised by the high-level supervisor(s) and determine the
control input that is sent to the actuators. Since ADASs typically act in a dynamic environment,
multiple low-level controllers might be used to determine the control input for the same actuator.
For example, in Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), depending on the inter-vehicle distance and the
relative speed, various low-level ADAS controllers are used to drive the throttle and brake. To
be more specific, depending on the driver settings and the traffic situation (i.e. the presence of
a preceding car or not), the proper low-level ADAS controller should be active. For example, to
maintain a constant pre-set velocity, the low-level Cruise Controller (CC) should be active while
the low-level ACC controller should be active when a preceding vehicle is followed. The purpose
of the supervisor layer is to coordinate the low-level controllers according to the drivers desires
and sensor data. The drivers desires are communicated to the supervisor through the Human-
Machine-Interface (HMI). The goal of the supervisor thus is to enforce safe and reliable behavior
of the overall system during operation.

Mechanical components

Supervisor(s)

Actuators Sensors

HMI

Low-Level ADAS Controller(s)

Figure 1.1: Hierarchical control for large and highly inter coupled complex vehicle systems

Proper design of a supervisor for highly complex system is in general challenging due to the large
dimension of the state space of the system [6]. Manual derivation of a supervisor for an uncontrolled
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system that leads to the desired behavior is difficult and often results in supervisors that contain
so-called deadlock or livelock situations during operation. Deadlock occurs when the system ends
up in a state from which no actions are possible anymore. In a livelock situation, control actions
are possible, but they cannot drive the system towards the desired states. In particular, given
the safety-critical nature of ADASs, it is essential to exclude these two phenomena, as they might
lead to hazardous situations. Due to the complexity and the large dimension of the state-space of
interacting ADASs, deadlock and livelock situations cannot always be overseen beforehand. Hence,
it is of interest to use model-based supervisor design methods as discussed in [7–10], that exclude
deadlock and livelock situations by design. Model-based design enables systematical construct a
supervisor for complex systems consisting of multiple ADASs. Furthermore, the method provides
flexibility since the system can be modeled modularly, which eases the inclusion and removal of
system components and requirements.

In this paper, we consider Supervisory Control Theory (SCT,[11]) for model-based design of
supervisors. In SCT, system components are modeled as discrete-event systems (DESs). A DES
is a state-based and event-driven system, in which the state evolves according to the occurrence
of events [11, 12]. This DES is an abstraction of the physical component, as it does not describe
its continuous behavior. The desired behavior that needs to be enforced by the supervisor can
be modeled by requirements. From the system model and requirement model, a supervisor is
synthesized automatically, using appropriate SCT tools. This automated synthesis step ensures
that the system does not violate the modeled requirements. The resulting supervisor is minimally
restrictive, which means that the supervisor does not restrict the behavior of the system more
than necessary based on the requirements [11, 12]. SCT has been applied succesfully in various
domains, including medical systems [13], automated manufacturing systems [14–16] and lithogra-
phy machines [17]. In [18], a supervisor design is presented for a Cruise Controller functionality
for a heavy duty vehicle and in [19], a supervisor for vehicle-to-vehicle communication is designed
and simulated.

In this paper, a new application is provided of SCT-based supervisor design and implementation
for multiple interacting ADASs. This design philosophy is demonstrated using a case study. An
abstracted DES model representing the physical system is presented and the desired behavior is
modeled by requirements. Through an automatic synthesis procedure, the supervisor is obtained.
In addition to [18], the obtained supervisor is assessed through simulation using various test cases.
As mentioned before, the DES is an abstraction of the system’s behavior. In order to evaluate
the actual behavior of the system via simulation, a hybrid model is used that captures both the
discrete and continuous behavior of the system. Furthermore, the supervisor is implemented in a
real vehicle and experiments are executed, showing the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the
supervisor design method and an informal introduction to SCT. In Chapter 3, the method is used
to design a supervisor for an Adaptive Cruise Control system. In Chapter 4, this supervisor is
validated through simulations and experiments using a real vehicle system. Concluding remarks
and a discussion are provided in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Model-based design approach

The model-based approach to supervisor design that is presented in this paper consists of five
steps, as illustrated in the flow diagram in Fig. 2.1. The goal of the procedure is to obtain a
supervisor that restricts the uncontrolled system to the desired behavior in the sense that only
events/decisions that do not lead the system to undesired states are allowed to take place. The
step-by-step design method is explained in Section 2.1.

System and 
behavior 

specification

System and 
requirement 

modeling

Supervisor
synthesis

Simulation 
and validation

Implementation 
and testing

Figure 2.1: Model-Based design method.

2.1 Model-based design approach

This section provides the steps that are executed during the model-based design method.

1. System and behavior specification: The first step is to analyze and specify the system
components and their function. Moreover, the interaction between individual components
and the desired behavior of the complete system are specified.

2. System and requirement modeling: Given the system specification and the desired
behavior specification, both a discrete-event system and a hybrid model are formalized. The
DES model is used for supervisor synthesis and the hybrid model is used for simulation and
validation of the system behavior. The desired behavior specification is translated into a set
of formal requirements in terms of automata or state-based expressions [8].

3. Controller synthesis: Based on the discrete-event model and the requirement model, a
supervisor is synthesized using SCT. The resulting supervisor should contain every sequence
of events of the system, that is not restricted by the requirements, i.e. the resulting supervisor
is minimally restrictive [11],[12].

4. Simulation and validation: The supervisor and the hybrid model can be merged to form
the hybrid simulation model, which is used to validate the DES abstraction, requirements
and the behavior of the system under supervision of the resulting supervisor. If the test
cases reveal imperfections in either the component models or the requirement models, steps
2 and 3 can be partly repeated. Moreover, additional components and requirements can
be formulated in order to expand the systems functionality. The advantage of validation
through simulation is that it takes less effort in terms of (re-)design time in comparison to
implementation and experimental testing.
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5. Implementation and testing: When the supervisor is validated in simulation, it can be
implemented on the physical system and tested in real-life.

Section 2.2 gives an informal introduction to the SCT framework which is used in design steps 2
and 3. A small system is used as an example to illustrate the introduced concepts. Section 2.3
explains the simulation and implementation concepts that are elaborated in the case study.

2.2 Supervisory Control Theory

Supervisory Control Theory provides a framework for automatic supervisor synthesis based on
discrete-event systems (DESs). To be more specific, the synthesis method uses plant and re-
quirement models that are formalized in terms of finite-state automata or state-based expressions
as discssed in [8, 20], in order to compute a supervisor that is controllable, non-blocking, and
minimally restrictive. A more rigorous description of these terms can be found in [11,12].

A DES can be represented by a finite-state automaton, and can be referred to as a plant. A
finite-state automaton consists of a set of states and a finite set of event-labeled state transitions,
see Fig. 2.2 for a schematic illustration. The automaton starts in the initial state, in the figure
indicated by an incoming arrow. A subset of the state set is the set of marked states. Event
sequences that end in a marked state can be interpreted as the completion of an operation or task.
A marked state is indicated in the figure representation by a double circle. The event-labeled state
transitions can be subdivided into two subsets. The first subset is the set of uncontrollable events,
which are events that cannot be initiated or restricted by a supervisor. Examples of uncontrollable
events are changes of sensor values or buttons that can be pushed or released. The second subset
is a set of controllable events, that can be initiated or restricted by the supervisor. Uncontrollable
events are indicated by dashed lines and controllable events are indicated by solid lines.

An example of a DES plant automaton illustration is shown in Fig. 2.2. This automaton
illustration represents the discrete model of a button. The button automaton consists of two
states, indicated by released and pushed, and two uncontrollable state transitions, labeled by
u pushed and u released. Initially, the button is not pushed. When a system operator pushes
the button, the state transition u pushed is executed, after which the system is in the pushed
state. The released state is modeled as the marked state. Fig. 2.3 illustrates an automaton that

released pushed

button.u pushed

button.u released

Figure 2.2: Automaton representation for a button.

represents the lower-level control action to, for example, enable or disable Cruise Control.

disabled enabled

CC enabled.c enable

CC enabled.c disable

Figure 2.3: Automaton representation for enabling and disabling Cruise Control.

The complete plant of this example is obtained by taking the so-called synchronous product
of the plant models [11]. The result is a DES that contains all state combinations and possible
state transitions. The result is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Observe that the synchronous product of the
plant results in an automaton of four states and eight state transitions.
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released,
disabled

pushed,
disabled

released,
enabled

pushed,
enabled

enable button.
u pushed

enable button.
u released

enable button.
u pushed

enable button.
u released

CC enabled
.c disable

CC enabled
.c enable

CC enabled
.c disable

CC enabled
.c enable

Figure 2.4: Automaton representation of the synchronous product of the components for enabling
and disabling CC.

Let us now assume that the desired behavior of the plant is that the cruise control is enabled by
a single push of the button, and that it is disabled by another push. The requirement automaton
model that reflects this desired behavior is shown in Fig. 2.5. Observe that the requirement is
specified such that the uncontrollable events can always occur.

Requirements can also be modeled using state-based expressions. These expressions allow us
to specify that a certain state disables a specific state transition or that a specific state transition
needs a specific state to be active. For example, when the desired behavior is that CC should be
enabled as long as the button is pushed and disabled as long as the button is released, this can be
modeled using either one of the following two state-based expressions:

• CC enabled.c enable needs button.pushed

• button.pushed disables CC enabled.c enable

Another state-based expression type is used to specify that a specific state is not allowed to be
entered. The example below represents a requirement that excludes the state (pushed,disabled)
from the supervisor.

• not (enable button.pushed and CC enabled.disabled)

button.u pushed

CC enabled.c enable
CC enabled.c disable

button.u pushed

Figure 2.5: Requirement automaton for enabling and disabling CC.

The supervisor synthesis procedure computes the minimally restrictive supervisor by iteratively
calculating the so-called blocking condition for each state. A blocking state is a state from which
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the marked state can not be reached. If a blocking state is found, the incoming edges are blocked
in the supervisor, while taking into account that uncontrollable events cannot be restricted by
the supervisor. If an uncontrollable event leads to a blocking state, the restriction is propagated
backwards until a controllable event is encountered that eventually leads to the blocking state.
This controllable event is then restricted in the supervisor. The supervisor that is synthesized for
the components and the requirement in respectively Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 is shown in Fig. 2.6.
Observe that indeed the supervisor complies with the requirement as given in Fig. 7 in the sense
that c enable or c disable are not allowed before the event u pushed of the button has occurred.

For the model-based design of the supervisor described in this paper, CIF3 (Compositional
Interchange Format 3) is used [21],[22].

s1

s2 s3

s4

s5

s6s7

s8

u pushed

u
rel

ea
sed

u released

u
push

ed

u
push

ed

u
rel

ea
sed

u released

u pushed

c disable

c enable

c disable

c enable

Figure 2.6: Automaton representation of the supervisor for the enable button and enabling CC.
This automaton contains all allowed event sequences of the controlled system. The automaton
names enable button. and CC enabled. are not displayed in this figure.

2.3 Simulation and implementation

For the validation of the supervisor through simulation, a hybrid model is designed. This hybrid
model consists of extended finite automata. The extended finite automata are based on the DES
finite automata, but additionally the continuous behavior is modeled.

An example of a hybrid extended finite automaton is shown in Fig. 2.7. This figure represents
a model of a timer that consists of a continuous variable t representing the time. The continuous
information and the discrete information of the hybrid model are indicated with different colors.
The timer can be started using a controllable event c start, at which the variable t is updated to
0. In the active state, the derivative of t is 1. The event u timeout is only possible at the moment
the guard t ≥ 1.5 evaluates to true. If no guard or update is modeled, this is indicated by -.

The hybrid model together with the supervisor and a graphical image compose the interactive
simulation model. Using test cases with predefined event sequences, the behavior of the system
can be validated.

After simulation and validation, the supervisor is implemented in the Toyota Prius Executive.
A hardware map is designed that connects the supervisor to the hardware components in the
vehicle. Using the CIF3 code-generator, an S-function file with C-code is generated [23]. The
resulting S-function is implemented in a Matlab/Simulink model, that also contains the low-level
controllers [24]. The Simulink model runs on a dSPACE DS1007 that is connected to the vehicle
gateway. The experimental data is logged using ControlDesk Software.
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t=0

idle
ṫ = 0

active
ṫ = 1

-
c start
t := 0

t ≥ 1.5
u timeout

-

Figure 2.7: Hybrid automaton representation of a timer. The guards, updates and continuous
behavior specifications are colored gray.

In Chapter 3, the supervisor design for the longitudinal control of a vehicle using ADASs CC
and ACC is elaborated. In Chapter 4 the simulation, validation, implementation and experimental
results are presented.
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Chapter 3

Case study: supervisor design

This chapter illustrates the first steps of the supervisor design procedure as suggested in Chapter
2. Fig. 3.1 shows the design elements that are considered throughout this chapter and the next
chapter. The case study that is considered is the supervisor design for a CC and ACC functionality
for a Toyota Prius Executive. For the sake of briefness, only a part of the supervisor design is
discussed in this report. The remaining models can be found in Appendix A.

VehicleCsystem

DesiredCbehavior RequirementCmodel

Vehicle
gateway HardwareCmapping

DiscreteCmodel

HybridCmodel

Supervisorsynthesis

models physicalC
components

informalC
specifications

MatlabCSimulink
S-functionCfile

C-codeCgeneration

SVGC
image

merge

HybridCcontrolled
simulationCmodel

DesignCelements actions

Figure 3.1: Design elements of the model-based design process.

3.1 Specification of the system and its desired behavior

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the first step of the supervisor design process is to describe the vehicle
system (components) and its desired behavior. In general, we aim to model only the system
components that are needed to synthesize the supervisor. For the CC/ACC vehicle system, we
only specify the set of components that are involved in the longitudinal motion of the vehicle.
The system allows the driver to switch between three main control functionalities, namely Manual
Control, Cruise Control and Adaptive Cruise Control, the latter two being the low-level ADASs.
Each of these functionalities and their related system components are discussed in this section.

3.1.1 Manual Control

The longitudinal control of a vehicle is manually executed by the driver using the gas and the
brake pedals. In modern vehicles, the depth of the pedals is read by a sensor. This sensor value
is then converted into a throttle input or braking force, that is used by the throttle actuator to
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control the fuel supply of the engine. Manual control is desired to be active at the startup of the
system. Furthermore, a manual control action should always overrule the ADASs functionalities.

3.1.2 Cruise Control

Cruise Control is used to maintain a desired velocity set-point using feedback control, see e.g., [25].
Typically, the cruise control generates a desired acceleration command for the vehicle drive-line to
maintain the desired velocity set-point. The vehicle driveline itself is assumed to be acceleration
controlled, as described in for example [26].

The CC is operated by the driver through the Human-Machine-Interface (HMI). The CC
related HMI components include an enable button and a multi-directional lever at the steering
wheel. Via the HMI, the driver can invoke the following CC actions:

• set a new set-point velocity or resume a stored set-point velocity (if available).

• enable and disable the CC.

• increase and decrease the set-point velocity.

• cancel the CC (but keep the set-point velocity).

Let us remark that the CC can only be active whenever it is enabled and a set speed is set. For
safety reasons, additional restrictions are made in order to meet the safety standards in [27]. For
example, the lower level CC controller should be deactivated when the brake is pressed, or when
the driver has overtaken the control by a throttle overrule for longer than 3 minutes. CC should
only be allowed above a minimal cruise speed (30 km/h).

3.1.3 Adaptive Cruise Control

The ACC functionality is used to maintain a constant inter-vehicle time gap (time headway) with
respect to a predecessor [28]. Therefore, ACC can only be active when another vehicle is driving
in front of the ACC-equipped vehicle at an appropriate distance. The presence of a predecessor
vehicle is detected by a front-facing radar, which measures the distance and the relative velocity
of this predecessor. The ACC functionality can be selected by the driver using the mode button.
ACC is only allowed to become active when CC is enabled, the ACC mode is selected and the
radar detects another vehicle with reliable data at an appropriate distance.

3.2 System and requirement models

In this section, we formalize the system description provided in the previous section in terms of
individual component models and requirement models. The elements that are designed in this
step are the discrete component models and the requirement model, see Fig. 3.1. As mentioned
in Chapter 2, these models are key ingredients for supervisor synthesis in step 3 of the design
procedure. Moreover, the hybrid models will be used for simulation and validation purposes in
step 4 of the design procedure.

3.2.1 System Components

The longitudinal vehicle control system consists of physical (sensor and actuator) components
such as the gas pedal, brake pedal, the velocity encoders and the radar. Furthermore, the HMI
consists of a lever at the steering wheel and an enabling button that is positioned at the tip
of the lever. For ACC, an additional time gap button is present. An overview of the system
components is given in Fig. 3.2. This figure shows how the control structure is related to the
physical components, in correspondence with Fig. 1.1. The system components are observed using
component observer automata. These component observer automata observe the continuous state
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evaluation of the system, and generate discrete events at boundary crossings of these values. These
events are communicated to the supervisor. The supervisor outputs the control commands that
are allowed to the low-level controllers. Using controller observer automata, also the continuous
behavior of the low-level controllers is observed and communicated to the supervisor. The HMI
layer communicates the driver’s button push instances to the supervisor.

Below, the low-level controllers, system components and the controller and component ob-
servers are explained. Their relations and desired behavior are explained and their models are
discussed.

3.2.2 Low-Level ADASs

The low-level controllers are the CC controller and the ACC controller. The CC low-level controller
can execute the commands that the supervisor provides. The CC actions that need to be modeled
are the enabling or disabling of CC, the activation or deactivation of CC, the setting and re-setting
the set-point velocity, increasing or decreasing the set-point velocity and erasing the set-point
velocity. Each of these control actions is modeled separately in small, two state automata. This
improves the adaptability of the model and increases the ease of adding extra control actions. The
automata are shown in Figures 2.3, 3.3 and 3.4.

ACC can become active and inactive when CC is enabled and the driver has set the mode to
CC/ACC. The activation can be modeled using a similar automaton as is used for modeling CC
activation (Fig. 3.3).

3.2.3 Component Observers

In order to retrieve the system state, component observers are modeled. These component ob-
servers can be sensors or variable observers. A variable observer observes a variable and generates
an event at an important (predefined) value change.

A sensor on the brake measures whether the brake is pressed or not. The sensor can either be
on or off. The brake sensor automaton is depicted in Fig. 3.5.

A throttle overtake happens when the requested acceleration of the gas pedal exceeds the CC
or ACC requested acceleration. The DES automaton is similar to the automaton for the brake
sensor.

The velocity of the vehicle is measured by the velocity encoders on the vehicle. The velocity
is observed by multiple velocity observer automata. An automaton model of such an observer is
shown in Fig. 3.6. This observer model is used several times in the use case in order to observe
when the velocity evolves above or below a limit value, for example 30 km/h or 120 km/h.

The ACC should not be active when the CC set-point velocity is lower than the predecessor
vehicle speed. Therefore, a speed difference observer needs to be modeled. This automaton is
shown in Fig. 3.7.

CC lever tip lever 
button

time gap 
button

Discrete supervisory controller

HMI

Vehicle components

Cruise
Control

Adaptive 
Cruise
Control

Lower level controllers

radar
gas

pedal
brake 
pedal

Controller observers Component observers

velocity
encoders

Figure 3.2: System components within the controller layout of the vehicle system.
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inactive active

c activate

c deactivate

Figure 3.3: Automaton representation for activating and deactivating CC.

off on

c on

c off

Figure 3.4: Automaton template representation for each of the CC control actions: (set set-point
velocity, increase set-point velocity, decrease set-point velocity, cancel CC, resume CC and erase
set-point velocity). When the automaton is in the on state, this means that the action is being
executed.

off on

u on

u off

Figure 3.5: Automaton representation for the brake sensor.

below above

u above

u below

Figure 3.6: Automaton representation for the velocity observers. This observer observes whether
the vehicle velocity above or below a predefined value, for example 30 km/h.

higher lower

u setspeed lower

u setspeed higher

Figure 3.7: Automaton representation for the velocity difference observer. This observer checks
whether the set-point velocity is higher than the velocity of the preceding car.

The radar can be modeled with an automaton with two states, on and off. It turns on when it
detects an object and turns of when there is no object detected anymore. The automaton is again
similar to the brake sensor as depicted in Fig. 3.5.

The radar data is filtered in order to determine and increase the reliability of the signal. This
is modeled using a radar reliability observer. The automaton representing the radar reliability
observer is shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.2.4 Controller Observers

Although the supervisor restricts the CC set-point velocity actions, the set-point velocity variable is
modeled in the low-level controllers. Controller observers are modeled that communicate important
variable changes to the supervisor. For example, since the minimum velocity for CC to become
active is 30 km/h, the set-point velocity itself should not be able to get lower than 30 km/h. This
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unreliable reliable

u reliable

u unreliable

Figure 3.8: Automaton representation for the reliability of the radar component. The radar data
is reliable between 5 and 100 meters.

observer can be modeled similarly as the velocity observer depicted in Fig. 3.6. Also, a maximum
set-point velocity can be modeled using a similar automaton.

3.2.5 HMI component models

The HMI consists of both the buttons that are used for CC and ACC: the CC enable button, the
multi-directional steering wheel lever and the ACC time gap button. The CC enable button and
the ACC time gap button can be modeled as shown and explained in Fig. 2.2. The automaton
that represents the multi-directional steering wheel lever component is given in Fig. 3.9.

rel fwd

bwd

up

dwn

u fwd on

u fwd off

u bwd on u bwd off

u up on

u up off

u dwn onu dwn off

Figure 3.9: Automaton representation of the CC lever. It can be pushed in 4 directions, being:
up, down, forward and backward.

The ACC HMI components are two buttons. The first button is the mode button, which is a
part of the multi-directional CC lever. The second HMI component is a different button positioned
at the steering wheel, that can be used by the driver to set the inter-vehicle time gap.

Observe that the presented system components models do not share events. This modular
and transparent system component model design results in the fact that it is relatively easy to
incorporate additional ADASs and system components in the system model.

3.3 Formal requirements

The desired behavior of the system can be translated into a set of formal requirements. Formalized
requirements are transparent and easily adaptable and expandable. Therefore, the requirements
are preferred to be formulated in a short and structured way. These formal requirements can
be modeled in the requirement model. In this paper, only a part of the formal requirements is
presented.

Enabling CC

The requirements for enabling and disabling CC are elaborated in Subsection 2.2, and the au-
tomaton representation is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Activating and deactivating CC

The Cruise Control is only allowed to become active if:

1. CC is enabled and

2. The velocity is (being) set or (velocity is set and the lever is pushed up) and

3. The brake sensor is not on and

4. The vehicle velocity is higher than 30 km/h.

The Cruise Control is allowed to be deactivated if one of the following conditions hold:

1. the Cruise Control is disabled or

2. the brake sensor is on or

3. the CC lever is pulled backward (cancel) or

4. Manual Control (gas pedal) overtakes for longer than 3 minutes or

5. the vehicle velocity is smaller than 25 km/h.

These requirements can be modeled using state-based expressions as explained in Subsection 2.2.
For the sake of briefness, this is not elaborated for the requirements in this section.

These requirements alone do not lead to the complete desired behavior. When CC is active
and the driver presses the brake pedal, CC is deactivated. When the brake is released however, all
the state-based expressions for activating CC allow activation again. This does not fit the desired
behavior, since CC needs to be manually re-activated. In order to restrict the behavior to the
desired behavior, an additional automaton requirement is defined that only allows re-activation
after the lever is pushed up or down by the driver, see Fig. 3.10.

one two

CC active.c deactivate,
ACC active.c activate

CC lever.u up on,
CC lever.u dwn on

brake sensor.u on,
CC lever.u bwd on

brake sensor.u on,
CC lever.u bwd on

CC lever.u up on,
CC lever.u dwn on

Figure 3.10: Automaton requirement that restricts re-activation CC and ACC after a cancellation
by the brake pedal or cancel movement of the CC lever. Re-activation of CC or ACC is only
possible after either one of the events CC lever.u up on or CC lever.u down on has occurred.

Setting the set-point velocity

The set-point velocity can be set only if:

1. the CC lever is pushed down and

2. the vehicle velocity is higher than 30 km/h and

3. CC is enabled and

4. CC is inactive or the vehicle velocity is higher than the set-point velocity
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Decreasing the set-point velocity

The set-point velocity can be decreased if:

1. CC is active and

2. the brake sensor is off and

3. the set-point velocity is higher than 30 km/h and

4. the CC lever is pushed up for more than 0.5 seconds and

5. a set-point velocity is stored and

6. CC is enabled and

7. the vehicle velocity is higher than 30 km/h

Erasing the set-point velocity

The set-point velocity is only allowed to be erased when the following state-based expressions are
true:

1. CC is disabled and

2. a set-point velocity is stored

Activating and deactivating ACC

ACC is only allowed to become active if:

1. the mode is set to CC/ACC and

2. the radar is on and

3. the radar data is reliable and

4. CC is not (being) cancelled and

5. the brake sensor is off

ACC is only allowed to become inactive if:

1. the mode is set to CC only or

2. the radar is off or

3. the radar data is unreliable or

4. CC is cancelled or

5. the brake sensor is on

Observe that the requirements define the allowed sequences of events of the entire system.
Therefore, when additional control functionalities are added, the requirement specifications may
have to be changed due to inter-component dependencies. When, for example, an ADAS for lane
changing is added to the complete system functionality, the requirements for CC and ACC might
have to be changed.

Together, the automata requirements and state/event-exclusion expressions form the require-
ment model. This requirement model is used for supervisor synthesis, as shortly explained in the
following subsection..
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3.4 Supervisor synthesis

When the discrete model and the requirement model are formalized, the supervisor can be synthe-
sized. This synthesis is an automated calculation procedure as explained in Section 2.2. The result
is a supervisor that is non-blocking and minimally restrictive. In the next section, the obtained
supervisor is validated through simulation and implemented in a real vehicle system.
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Chapter 4

Case study: simulation and implementation

The previous section explained the design procedure for the supervisor. In this section, the
supervisor designed in the case study is validated through simulation. After the validation, the
supervisor implementation in a Toyota Prius Executive is discussed. Test results are provided in
order to show the validity of the supervisor in a real-time application.

4.1 Model-based simulation

The advantage of model-based controller design is that validation through simulation is easy to
perform. The goal of the simulation for the longitudinal vehicle control is that the supervisor
properly switches between CC and ACC functionalities. Therefore, a simulation model that visu-
alizes a straight driving vehicle is desired and can be controlled using a simulation HMI. Since the
aim is validation of the supervisor, a very detailed model of the vehicle dynamics is not necessary.
The HMI visualization however should represent the actual vehicle components as well as possible.

The visualization of the simulation is done using a graphical SVG image, which is shown in
Fig. 4.1. This shows both the vehicle on a drive lane, the manual control components and the
controller HMI. The buttons in the visualization are connected to the hybrid simulation model
through SVG inputs and outputs.

Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of the simulation model.

Simulation model

The hybrid simulation model consists of the system’s DES definition supplemented with the con-
tinuous behavior of the system components. Furthermore, the environment of the system needs
to be modeled. With the environment we mean all objects that affect or are related to the vehicle
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system, but are not used for supervisor synthesis. This thus includes the gas and brake pedals
and a predecessor vehicle.

For simulation, the gas and brake pedal values are modeled using a single state automaton.
The values can be changed between the 0 and 100 percent, see Fig. 4.1. The dynamics of the
vehicle are not modeled in detail. The low-level controllers are designed corresponding to [29].

The set-point velocity can be set within the low-level controller, see Fig. 4.2. The hybrid
automaton synchronizes events with the supervisor. Initially, the set-point velocity vset = 0.
When the supervisor allows the event set speed, the set-point velocity is updated to the actual
vehicle velocity. When the event increase speed is communicated by the supervisor, the derivative
of vset becomes 1. When the event erase speed is communicated by the supervisor, the set-point
velocity is set to 0.

vset = −1

v̇set =

 1 increase.on
−1 decrease.on

0 else

-;
set speed.c on;
vset := vact

-;
erase set speed.c on;

vset := −1

Figure 4.2: Hybrid set-point velocity automaton. Through the ”do” updates, the actual velocity
is stored to the set-point velocity. Using the on state of increase and decrease, the continuous
variable v̇set is changed.

Using test cases the behavior of the system controlled by the supervisor can be validated. The
validation is successful if the test-case results in the specified desired behavior. Fig. 4.3 shows the
simulation result of such a test case. In this test case, first the throttle value is set to 80 percent.
When the velocity is still under 30 km/h, the CC lever is pushed down (corresponding to setting
the velocity), but the velocity is not set (as desired). When the velocity is above 30 km/h, at
time t=20, the CC lever is pushed down again, after the gas pedal is released (throttle value set
to 0). This results in the set-point velocity being stored at about 34 km/h and CC being active.
The CC lever is held down, in order to decrease the set-point velocity. As can be seen at time
t=15, decreasing the set velocity ends at 30 km/h, corresponding to the desired behavior that
the minimum CC velocity is 30 km/h. At 32 seconds, the CC lever is pushed forward, in order
to enable ACC. Then the CC lever is pushed up to increase the set-point velocity to 50 km/h.
When the car has (almost) reached this velocity at time t=50, a preceding vehicle at a distance of
110m is inserted, with a velocity of 43 km/h. At 100 m, the radar data becomes reliable and ACC
becomes active (CC becomes inactive). At the start of ACC, there is a large distance error. Due
to the proportional gain in the feedback controller (that is necessary for the ACC performance),
this leads to an increase of the velocity initially. In terms of safety and driver convenience, this
behavior is not desired, since the driver’s velocity set-point is exceeded.

In order to achieve safe and convenient switching between CC and ACC in case of a gap-
closing situation, a gap-closing controller should become active. After this gap-closing controller
has achieved the desired inter-vehicle distance, the supervisor should switch to ACC.

After the desired distance is reached, the velocity profile of the preceding vehicle is followed. At
time t=65, the time gap button is pushed by the driver in order to increase the desired distance.
The ACC controller lowers the velocity until, at time t=75, the desired distance is reached. At
time t=90, the preceding vehicle disappeares (i.e. by switching lane), CC becomes active again in
order to bring the velocity to the set-point velocity.

After the supervisor is successfully validated using various test cases, it can be implemented
in a real vehicle system. The implementation is explained in the following subsection.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation results of a test case. The vehicle is manually accelerated to a velocity of
34 km/h, after which the set-point velocity is set. From there CC is active. The set-point velocity
is reduced and then increased, after which a preceding vehicle is inserted. ACC becomes active
after the preceding vehicle is within a reliable radar range. Then, the set-distance is pursued
instead of the set-point velocity. After the preceding vehicle is removed, CC becomes active and
the set-point velocity is pursued again.

4.2 Implementation

The supervisor is implemented in a Toyota Prius Executive, see Fig. 4.4. The vehicle is equipped
with a dSPACE DS1007, that is connected to the vehicle gateway through CAN busses [24]. In
order to implement the supervisor, a C-code generator is used to generate a C-code S-function
block. This S-function block can be connected to the inputs and outputs of the system. Fig. 4.5
shows the inputs and outputs of the S-function block. The inputs and outputs are all integer
values of 0 or 1. For example, when the supervisor allows event CC enabled.c enable, the value of
output ”CC enable” becomes 1, and when the supervisor allows event CC enabled.c disable, the
value becomes 0. The inputs of the system are pre-processed using various Simulink blocks. The
outputs of the supervisor are connected to the low-level ADASs CC and ACC that are modeled
in Simulink.

Figure 4.4: Toyota Prius Executive test vehicle.

The experimental validation of the supervisor is executed using various experiments. The
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CC lever backward

CC lever forward
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throttle overtake

speed is set

vset > 30 km/h

ACC active

CC active

erase set speed

set speed

decrease setspeed
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timer overtake start

timer overtake cancel

timer overtake reset

timer increase start

timer increase cancel

timer increase reset

timer decrease start

timer decrease cancel

timer decrease reset

CC enabled

mode

Figure 4.5: Inputs and outputs for the CC/ACC supervisor. All input and output signals are
integers values 0 or 1.

experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7. Fig. 4.6 shows the experiments of the CC
functionality. The top figure shows the velocity profile of the vehicle and the set-point velocity. The
bottom figure shows the driver’s operation commands that are communicated to the supervisor
through the HMI.

At time t=0, the vehicle is manually driven and accelerated to a velocity above 30 km/h. At
time t=5, CC is enabled. At time t=12, the driver requested a set/- command, by pushing the
CC lever down. The current velocity is stored as the set-point velocity and CC becomes active
(which is indicated by the gray rectangle in the top figure). At time t=15, the gas pedal is pressed
in order to bring the system to a higher velocity. At time t=18, the driver requests another set/-
command by pushing the CC lever down, resulting n the set-point velocity to be re-set to the
actual vehicle velocity. At time t=21, the driver requests a resume/+ command, which results
in a gradual increase of the set-point velocity. At time t=26, a cancel CC request is done by
the driver, and indeed CC becomes inactive. The velocity set-point is not erased but the vehicle
decelerates. At time t=32 the driver re-sets the velocity and CC becomes active again. At time
t=37, the driver pressed the brake pedal. The car decelerates and CC becomes active. At time
t=39, CC is resumed by the driver and the set-point velocity is pursued. The supervised behavior
of the CC ADASs system is completely as expected and intended.

Fig. 4.7 shows the experimental results of the switching between ADASs CC and ACC. The
first figure shows the vehicle velocity and the set-point velocity. The second figure shows the
set-point velocity and the velocity of the preceding vehicle (if present). The third figure shows the
desired inter-vehicle distance and the radar distance measurement values.

From time t=0 until time t=100, the vehicle velocity is controlled by CC. At time t=82 the
allowed control mode is set to CC/ACC. This means that ACC is allowed to become active when
the radar detects a preceding vehicle with lower velocity than the set-point velocity. At time
t=100, such a slower driving preceding velocity is detected and the active control mode switches
to ACC. Observe that the initial distance is already close to the desired distance. At time t=125,
the driver switches lanes (as can be seen in the large sudden change of the desired distance) and
the control mode switches to CC. The radar detects another preceding vehicle that was previously
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Figure 4.6: Experimental results for CC. The gray parts in the top figure indicate that CC is
active. The bottom figure shows the HMI input and the brake sensor value.

two vehicles ahead. At time t=130, the new preceding vehicle brakes hard, which results in the
fact that ACC becomes active and decelerates the car in order to achieve the desired inter-vehicle
distance. This vehicle is then followed until t=159, at which time the driver pushes the brake
pedal. At time t=160, the resume button is pushed, which reactivates ACC as the driver’s desired
control mode was still set to ACC. The preceding vehicle is followed until its velocity exceeds
the set-point velocity, after which CC becomes active. From time t=190, ACC is active and the
preceding vehicle is followed with constant inter-vehicle time gap. Observe that ACC stays active
even when the preceding vehicle stops entirely (for a traffic light). Also the acceleration of the
preceding vehicle at time t=260 is followed. In the remainder of the figure, the driver recurrently
cancels and resumes the ADASs CC and ACC.

All test cases show that the actual vehicle system behaves as specified in the desired behav-
ior. Therefore, we can state that the experiments successfully validate the performance of the
supervisor.

Another remark that has to be made, is that the supervisor is based on the model abstraction
of the physical system. Since the supervisor implementation on the real physical system results in
the desired behavior, the abstracted models appear to be a correct representation of the physical
system.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental results. The dark gray parts in the first and second figure indicate that
CC is active. The light gray parts in the first and second figures indicate that ACC is active.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, a framework for systematic model-based design and implementation of supervisors
for Advance Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) is proposed, consisting of five steps. A proof of
concept is delivered by a realistic case study involving manual control, CC and ACC, which is
experimentally validated on a real passenger vehicle.

Following the proposed method, a discrete-event system model of the vehicle system is de-
signed. Based on the desired behavior as specified according to safety standards [27] and driver
convenience, requirements are formulated and formalized as automata models and state-based
expressions. The DES model of the vehicle system and the requirement model are used for an
automated supervisor synthesis procedure, which results in a non-blocking supervisor that imposes
the desired behavior on the vehicle system.

To validate the performance of the supervised system in simulation, also a hybrid model is
developed to incorporate the underlying continuous behavior of the vehicle systems. For the case
study at hand, it is demonstrated that indeed the supervisor is performing as expected. Moreover,
the supervisor is successfully implemented in a real vehicle system and experiments are executed.
Also these test results confirm that the supervisor performs well in the real vehicle system, in the
sense that it imposes the desired behavior on the system.

Interestingly, the modular component modeling approach, combined with the transparent state-
based and automaton requirement modeling, allows to relatively easily incorporate additional
ADASs, such as lane-keeping and collision-avoidance, in the supervisor. This underlines the gen-
erality of the proposed framework that can be applied to more complex scenarios of interacting
ADASs in practice as well. As such, the five-step model-based supervisor design framework is
promising and powerful for future applications in automated vehicle systems.
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Appendix A

CIF3 models, testcase and tooldefs

The discrete models can be found in the following attached file:

CIF - Discrete plant and requirement models

The hybrid models can be found in the following attached file:

CIF - Hybrid plant models

The tooldef that can be executed for supervisor synthesis and interactive simulation purposes
can be found in the following attached file:

CIF - interactive simulation tooldef2

The model that is used in order to validate the supervisor and to achieve reproducibility of
the simulation can be found in the following attached file:

CIF - Case study

The hardware mapping that is merged to the supervisor for C-code generation can be found in:

CIF - Hardware mapping

The tooldef2 file that is used in order to generate the C-code for implementation can be found
in the following attached file:

CIF - codegenerator tooldef2

The SVG image file that contains the visualization of the simulation model can be found in
the following attached file:

SVG - visualization image

In order to work with these files, an eclipse installation is required. Eclipse can be downloaded
and installed via the following web URL: http://cif.se.wtb.tue.nl/download.html.

In the workspace of eclipse, a project needs to be started, in which the above files are placed.
By opening or selecting a .tooldef2 file and clicking f10, the corresponding simulation or code
generation will start. For more information about CIF3 and Eclipse, see the documentation on
http://cif.se.wtb.tue.nl/.
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////// CC low-level Control components //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// CC enablement automaton.
plant CC_enabled:
    controllable c_enable, c_disable;
    location disabled:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_enable goto enabled;
    location enabled:
        edge c_disable goto disabled;
end

// CC activation automaton
plant CC_active:
    controllable c_activate, c_deactivate;
    location inactive:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_activate goto active;
    location active:
        edge c_deactivate goto inactive;
end

// timer automaton definition.
plant def timer():
    controllable c_start, c_cancel, c_reset;
    uncontrollable u_timeout;

    location idle:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_start goto started;

    location started:
        edge u_timeout goto timedout;
        edge c_cancel goto idle;
    location timedout:
        edge c_reset goto idle;
end

// timer instantiations for different timer purposes
timer_180_CC : timer();  // timer used to deactivate CC when throttle overtake > 180sec
timerdecrease : timer(); // timer used to stop set_speed command and start decrease speed command
timerincrease : timer(); // timer used to stop resume command and start increase speed command

// plant automaton definition for a CC action
plant def CC_action():
    controllable c_on, c_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_on goto on;
    location on:
        edge c_off goto off;
end

// plant instantiation for the different CC actions
set_speed:          CC_action();
increase:           CC_action();
decrease:           CC_action();
resume:             CC_action();
mode:               CC_action();
cancel:             CC_action();
erase_set_speed:    CC_action();



/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// CC component observers //////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// observer that tracks whether the velocity is above or below 30km/h
plant obs_min_v_activate:
    uncontrollable u_above_30, u_below_30;
    location below_30:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_30 goto above_30;
    location above_30:
        edge u_below_30 goto below_30;
end

// observer automaton that tracks whether the velocity is above or below 25km/h
plant obs_min_v_deactivate:
    uncontrollable u_above_25, u_below_25;
    location below_25:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_25 goto above_25;
    location above_25:
        edge u_below_25 goto below_25;
end

// observer that tracks when the maximum set-point speed is reached
plant obs_max_speed:
    uncontrollable u_above_max, u_below_max;
    location below:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_max goto above;
    location above:
        edge u_below_max goto below;
end

// observer that tracks whether the throttle is overtaking the velocity control
plant obs_overtake_throttle:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_on goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_off goto off;
end

// observer that tracks whether a set-point velocity is set
plant obs_set_speed:
    uncontrollable u_speed_set, u_speed_erased;
    location no_set_speed:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_speed_set goto speed_set;
    location speed_set:
        edge u_speed_erased goto no_set_speed;
end

// observer that tracks whether the set-point velocity is above or below 30km/h
plant obs_min_set_speed:
    uncontrollable u_above_30, u_below_30;
    location below_30:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_30 goto above_30;
    location above_30:
        edge u_below_30 goto below_30;
end

// plant definition for a sensor component.
plant def sensor():
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_on goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_off goto off;
end

brake_sensor:               sensor();

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////// ACC low-level Control components /////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// ACC activation automaton
plant ACC_active:
    controllable c_activate, c_deactivate;
    location inactive:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_activate goto active;
    location active:
        edge c_deactivate goto inactive;
end

// automaton for command to set new time gap:
time_gap: CC_action();

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// ACC component observers /////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// radar automaton, on/off correspond to whether or not an object is detected:
plant radar:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_on  goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_off goto off;
end
// radar data reliability observer that tracks whether the radar data is reliable:
plant radar_reliable:
    uncontrollable u_reliable, u_unreliable;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_reliable goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_unreliable goto off;
end

// observer that tracks whether the velocity of the preceding vehicle
// is higher than the set-point velocity
plant obs_higher_speed:
    uncontrollable u_higher, u_not_higher;
    location not_higher:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_higher goto higher;
    location higher:
        edge u_not_higher goto not_higher;
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// CC and ACC HMI components ///////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// plant definition for a button automaton.
plant def button():
    uncontrollable u_pushed, u_released;
    location released:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_pushed goto pushed;
    location pushed:
        edge u_released goto released;
end

// button instantiations for the CC/ACC case study
CC_enable_button:           button();
ACC_time_gap_button:        button();

// CC lever automaton
plant CC_lever:
    uncontrollable u_forward_on,
                   u_forward_off,
                   u_backward_on,
                   u_backward_off,
                   u_down_on,
                   u_down_off,
                   u_up_on, u_up_off;
    location nothing_on:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_forward_on   goto forward_on;
        edge u_backward_on  goto backward_on;
        edge u_down_on      goto down_on;
        edge u_up_on        goto up_on;
    location down_on:
        edge u_down_off goto nothing_on;
        edge u_forward_on,
             u_forward_off,
             u_backward_on,
             u_backward_off,
             u_up_on,
             u_up_off;
    location forward_on:
        edge u_forward_off goto nothing_on;
        edge u_down_on,
             u_down_off,
             u_backward_on,
             u_backward_off,
             u_up_on,
             u_up_off;
    location backward_on:
        edge u_backward_off goto nothing_on;
        edge u_down_on,
             u_down_off,
             u_forward_on,
             u_forward_off,
             u_up_on,
             u_up_off;
    location up_on:
        edge u_up_off goto nothing_on;
        edge u_down_on, u_down_off,
             u_forward_on,
             u_forward_off,
             u_backward_on,
             u_backward_off;
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////// HMI Component observers ////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// mode observer automaton that keeps track of the desired mode, CC or ACC (or CACC):
plant mode_observer:
    controllable c_reset;
    location CC:
        initial; marked;
        edge mode.c_on goto ACC;
    location ACC:
        edge mode.c_on goto CACC;
        edge c_reset goto CC;
    location CACC:
        edge mode.c_on goto CC;
        edge c_reset goto CC;
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////// requirements //////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//  requirements for set speed action:
requirement set_speed.c_on        needs CC_lever.down_on            and
                                        obs_min_v_activate.above_30 and
                                        CC_enabled.enabled          and
                                        decrease.off                and
                                        brake_sensor.off            and
                                        ((ACC_active.inactive) or obs_overtake_throttle.on);

requirement set_speed.c_off       needs decrease.on                 or
                                        (CC_lever.nothing_on        and
                                        (CC_active.active or obs_overtake_throttle.on));

// requirements for decrease speed action
requirement decrease.c_on         needs CC_lever.down_on            and
                                        brake_sensor.off            and
                                        obs_min_v_activate.above_30 and
                                        obs_set_speed.speed_set     and
                                        timerdecrease.timedout      and
                                        (CC_active.active           or
                                        ACC_active.active)          and
                                        CC_enabled.enabled          and
                                        obs_min_set_speed.above_30  and
                                        not obs_overtake_throttle.on;

requirement decrease.c_off        needs CC_lever.nothing_on        or
                                        obs_min_set_speed.below_30;

// requirements for resume action
requirement resume.c_on           needs CC_lever.up_on             and
                                        CC_active.inactive          and
                                        ACC_active.inactive         and
                                        CC_enabled.enabled          and
                                        brake_sensor.off            and
                                        obs_set_speed.speed_set;

requirement resume.c_off          needs CC_lever.nothing_on        or
                                        increase.on;

// requirements for increase action
requirement increase.c_on         needs CC_lever.up_on             and
                                        obs_max_speed.below         and
                                        obs_min_v_activate.above_30 and
                                        CC_active.active            and
                                        obs_set_speed.speed_set     and
                                        timerincrease.timedout      and
                                        brake_sensor.off            and
                                        CC_enabled.enabled;

requirement increase.c_off        needs CC_lever.nothing_on        or
                                        obs_max_speed.above;

// requirements for cancel action
requirement cancel.c_on           needs CC_lever.backward_on       and
                                        (CC_active.active        or
                                        ACC_active.active)
                                                                    and
                                        CC_enabled.enabled;

requirement cancel.c_off          needs CC_lever.nothing_on;

// requirements for the erase set-point speed action:
requirement erase_set_speed.c_on  needs CC_enabled.disabled         and
                                        obs_set_speed.speed_set;

requirement erase_set_speed.c_off needs CC_enabled.enabled;

// requirements for the changing-the-mode action
requirement mode.c_on             needs CC_lever.forward_on;
requirement mode.c_off            needs CC_lever.nothing_on;

// requirement for enabling CC after a single push, and disabling after another:
requirement enabling:
    location one:
        initial; marked;
        edge CC_enable_button.u_pushed goto two;
    location two:
        edge CC_enabled.c_enable goto one;
        edge CC_enabled.c_disable goto one;
        edge CC_enable_button.u_pushed;
end

// requirements for activating and deactivating CC:
requirement CC_active.c_activate  needs CC_enabled.enabled                          and
                                        (set_speed.on                               or
                                        (ACC_active.inactive and obs_set_speed.speed_set) or
                                        (resume.on and obs_set_speed.speed_set))    and
                                        brake_sensor.off                            and
                                        obs_min_v_activate.above_30                 and
                                        not obs_overtake_throttle.on                and
                                        not cancel.on                               and
                                        not timer_180_CC.timedout;

requirement CC_active.c_deactivate needs CC_enabled.disabled        or
                                         cancel.on                  or
                                         brake_sensor.on            or
                                         timer_180_CC.timedout      or
                                         ACC_active.active          or
                                         obs_min_v_deactivate.below_25;

requirement CC_not_activate_directly_after_deactivate:
    location one:
        initial; marked;
        edge CC_active.c_activate, ACC_active.c_activate, CC_lever.u_up_on, CC_lever.u_down_on;
        edge CC_lever.u_backward_on, brake_sensor.u_on goto two;
    location two:
        marked;
        edge CC_lever.u_backward_on, brake_sensor.u_on;
        edge CC_lever.u_up_on, CC_lever.u_down_on goto one;
end

requirement CC_not_activate_after_throttle_overtake:

    location one:
        initial; marked;
        edge CC_active.c_activate, set_speed.c_on, resume.c_on;
        edge timer_180_CC.u_timeout goto two;
    location two:
        edge timer_180_CC.u_timeout;
        edge resume.c_on, set_speed.c_on goto one;

end

// requirements for starting, canceling and resetting the timer for decrease set speed:
requirement timerdecrease.c_start needs CC_lever.down_on;
requirement timerdecrease.c_cancel needs CC_lever.nothing_on;
requirement timerdecrease.c_reset needs CC_lever.nothing_on;

// requirements for starting, canceling and resetting the timer for increase set speed:
requirement timerincrease.c_start needs CC_lever.up_on;
requirement timerincrease.c_cancel needs CC_lever.nothing_on;
requirement timerincrease.c_reset needs CC_lever.nothing_on;

// requirements for starting, canceling and resetting the timer for throttle overtake:
requirement timer_180_CC.c_start needs obs_overtake_throttle.on     and
                                       CC_active.active;
requirement timer_180_CC.c_cancel needs obs_overtake_throttle.off;
requirement timer_180_CC.c_reset needs  CC_active.inactive;


// requirements for the time gap button
requirement time_gap.c_on needs ACC_time_gap_button.pushed;
requirement time_gap.c_off needs ACC_time_gap_button.released;

// requirement that sets the mode back to CC only when CC is disabled:
requirement mode_observer.c_reset needs CC_enabled.disabled;

// requirements for ACC activation and deactivation:
requirement ACC_active.c_activate needs      (obs_higher_speed.higher   and
                                             brake_sensor.off           and
                                             not mode_observer.CC       and
                                             not cancel.on              and
                                             radar_reliable.on);

requirement ACC_active.c_deactivate needs   (obs_higher_speed.not_higher   or
                                             brake_sensor.on            or
                                             mode_observer.CC           or
                                             cancel.on                  or
                                             radar_reliable.off);



svgfile "car_simulation.svg";

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////// CC low-level Control components //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// CC enablement automaton, no continuous behavior modeled:
plant CC_enabled:
    controllable c_enable, c_disable;
    location disabled:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_enable goto enabled;
    location enabled:
        edge c_disable goto disabled;
end

// CC activation automaton:
plant CC_active:
    alg real u= K_p*(setspeed.setspeed - engine_simulation.v);
    controllable c_activate, c_deactivate;
    location inactive:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_activate goto active;
    location active:
        edge c_deactivate goto inactive;
end

// timer automaton definition. including continuous behavior:
plant def timer(alg real timer):
    controllable c_start, c_cancel, c_reset;
    uncontrollable u_timeout;
    cont t = 0 der 1;

    location idle:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_start do t:=0 goto started;

    location started:
        edge u_timeout when t > timer goto timedout;
        edge c_cancel goto idle;

    location timedout:
        edge c_reset goto idle;
end

// timer instantiations for different timer purposes:
timer_180_CC : timer(20); // timer for overtake (now set at 20 seconds)
timerdecrease: timer(0.5);// timer for decrease (now set at 0.5 seconds)
timerincrease: timer(0.5);// timer for increase (now set at 0.5 seconds)

// plant automaton definition for a CC action
plant def CC_action():
    controllable c_on, c_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_on goto on;
    location on:
        edge c_off goto off;
end

// plant instantiation for the different CC actions
set_speed:          CC_action();
increase:           CC_action();
decrease:           CC_action();
resume:             CC_action();
mode:               CC_action();
cancel:             CC_action();
erase_set_speed:    CC_action();

// additional CC component that is representing the set-point speed within the CC controller:

plant setspeed:
    cont setspeed = -1 der  if   increase.on:  1
                            elif decrease.on: -1
                            else               0
                            end;
    location one:
        initial; marked;
        edge set_speed.c_on do setspeed:=engine_simulation.v;
        edge erase_set_speed.c_on do setspeed:=-1;
        svgout id "set_speed" text value fmt("%.1f m/s",setspeed);
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// CC component observers //////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// observer that tracks whether the velocity is above or below 30km/h
plant obs_min_v_activate:
    uncontrollable u_above_30, u_below_30;
    location below_30:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_30 when engine_simulation.v> 30 goto above_30;
    location above_30:
        edge u_below_30 when engine_simulation.v<30 goto below_30;
end

// observer automaton that tracks whether the velocity is above or below 25km/h
plant obs_min_v_deactivate:
    uncontrollable u_above_25, u_below_25;
    location below_25:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_25 when engine_simulation.v>25 goto above_25;
    location above_25:
        edge u_below_25 when engine_simulation.v <= 25 goto below_25;
end

// observer that tracks when the maximum set-point speed has been reached:
plant obs_max_speed:
    uncontrollable u_above_max, u_below_max;
    location below:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_max when setspeed.setspeed > 120 goto above;
    location above:
        edge u_below_max when setspeed.setspeed <= 120goto below;
end

// observer that tracks whether the throttle is overtaking the velocity control
plant obs_overtake_throttle:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_on when manual_control.throttle >0 and res_acc > engine_simulation.a*1.1 goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_off when manual_control.throttle <= 0 and res_acc <=engine_simulation.a*1.1 goto off;
end

// observer that tracks whether a set-point velocity is set
plant obs_set_speed:
    uncontrollable u_speed_set, u_speed_erased;
    location no_set_speed:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_speed_set when setspeed.setspeed>0 goto speed_set;
    location speed_set:
        edge u_speed_erased when setspeed.setspeed<0 goto no_set_speed;
end

// observer that tracks whether the set-point velocity is above or below 30km/h
plant obs_min_set_speed:
    uncontrollable u_above_30, u_below_30;
    location below_30:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_above_30 when setspeed.setspeed>30 goto above_30;
    location above_30:
        edge u_below_30 when setspeed.setspeed<=30 goto below_30;
end

// plant automaton for a sensor component.
plant brake_sensor:
    uncontrollable u_off, u_on;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_on  when manual_control.brake >  0 goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_off when manual_control.brake <= 0 goto off;
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////// ACC low-level Control components /////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// ACC activation automaton
plant ACC_active:
    alg real desired_distance = standstill_distance+h*engine_simulation.v/3.6;
    svgout id "desired_distance" text value fmt("%.1f m",desired_distance);
    const real standstill_distance = 2;
    alg real e2 = virt_car.v - engine_simulation.v - h*engine_simulation.a;
    alg real e1 = distance - desired_distance;
    alg real u = K_p*e1 + K_d*e2;
    controllable c_activate, c_deactivate;
    location inactive:
        initial; marked;
        edge c_activate goto active;
    location active:
        edge c_deactivate goto inactive;
end

// automaton for command to set new time gap:
time_gap: CC_action();

// low-level automaton for time gap storage
automaton time_gap_setting:
    location one:
        initial; marked;
        edge time_gap.c_on goto two;
    location two:
        edge time_gap.c_on goto three;
    location three:
        edge time_gap.c_on goto one;
end
// algebraic real h, in which the time gap is stored
    alg real h =    if time_gap_setting.one:    1
                    elif time_gap_setting.two:  1.5
                    else                        2
                    end;
    svgout id "time_gap" text value fmt("%.1f s",h);

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// ACC component observers /////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// distance of the vehicle to a preceding (virtual) vehicle
alg real distance = if virt_car.x > engine_simulation.x: virt_car.x-engine_simulation.x
                    elif virt_car.x < -99: 1000
                    else virt_car.x+1400-engine_simulation.x+90
                    end;

svgout id "radar_distance" text value fmt("%.1f m",distance);
// radar automaton, on/off correspond to whether or not an object is detected:
plant radar:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_on when distance <=150 goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_off when distance >150 goto off;
    svgout id "radar_indicator" attr "fill" value   if off: "red"
                                                    else    "green"
                                                    end;
end

// radar data reliability observer that tracks whether the radar data is reliable:
plant radar_reliable:
    uncontrollable u_reliable, u_unreliable;
    location off:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_reliable     when distance <100 and distance>5 goto on;
    location on:
        edge u_unreliable   when distance >=100 or  distance<=5 goto off;
end

svgout id "radar_reliable_indicator" attr "fill" value  if radar_reliable.on:   "green"
                                                        else                    "red"
                                                        end;


// observer that tracks whether the velocity of the preceding vehicle
// is higher than the set-point velocity
plant obs_higher_speed:
    uncontrollable u_higher, u_not_higher;
    location not_higher:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_higher when setspeed.setspeed >= virt_car.v and radar_reliable.on goto higher;
    location higher:
        edge u_not_higher when setspeed.setspeed< virt_car.v or radar_reliable.off goto not_higher;
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// CC and ACC HMI components ///////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// plant definition for a button automaton.
plant def button(alg string ID_input, ID_output):
    uncontrollable u_pushed, u_released;
    location released:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_pushed goto pushed;
    location pushed:
        edge u_released goto released;
    svgin id ID_input event if released: u_pushed else u_released end;
    svgout id ID_output attr "fill" value if released: "gray" else "green" end;
end

// button instantiations for the CC/ACC case study
CC_enable_button:       button("enable_cc","enable_cc_");
ACC_time_gap_button: button("set_time_gap","set_time_gap_");

// CC lever automaton:
plant CC_lever:

    uncontrollable  u_forward_on,
                    u_forward_off,
                    u_backward_on,
                    u_backward_off,
                    u_down_on,
                    u_down_off,
                    u_up_on,
                    u_up_off;
    location nothing_on:
        initial; marked;
        edge u_forward_on   goto forward_on;
        edge u_backward_on  goto backward_on;
        edge u_down_on      goto down_on;
        edge u_up_on        goto up_on;

    location down_on:
        edge u_down_off     goto nothing_on;
        edge u_forward_on,
             u_forward_off,
             u_backward_on,
             u_backward_off,
             u_up_on, u_up_off;

    location forward_on:
        edge u_forward_off  goto nothing_on;
        edge u_down_on,
             u_down_off,
             u_backward_on,
             u_backward_off,
             u_up_on,
             u_up_off;

    location backward_on:
        edge u_backward_off goto nothing_on;
        edge u_down_on,
             u_down_off,
             u_forward_on,
             u_forward_off,
             u_up_on,
             u_up_off;
    location up_on:
        edge u_up_off goto nothing_on;
        edge u_down_on,
             u_down_off,
             u_forward_on,
             u_forward_off,
             u_backward_on,
             u_backward_off;

    svgin id "handle_up"        event if up_on:         u_up_off        else u_up_on        end;
    svgin id "handle_down"      event if down_on:       u_down_off      else u_down_on      end;
    svgin id "handle_forward"   event if forward_on:    u_forward_off   else u_forward_on   end;
    svgin id "handle_backward"  event if backward_on:   u_backward_off  else u_backward_on  end;

    svgout id "handle_up_"          attr "fill" value if up_on:         "green" else "gray" end;
    svgout id "handle_down_"        attr "fill" value if down_on:       "green" else "gray" end;
    svgout id "handle_forward_"     attr "fill" value if forward_on:    "green" else "gray" end;
    svgout id "handle_backward_"    attr "fill" value if backward_on:   "green" else "gray" end;
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////// HMI Component observers ////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

plant mode_observer:
    controllable c_reset;
    location CC:
        initial; marked;
        edge mode.c_on goto ACC;
    location ACC:
        edge mode.c_on goto CACC;
        edge c_reset goto CC;
    location CACC:
        edge mode.c_on goto CC;
        edge c_reset goto CC;
end

svgout id "acc_indicator" attr "fill" value if   CC_enabled.disabled or
                                                 mode_observer.CC:        "red"
                                            elif ACC_active.active:       "green"

                                            else                          "orange"
                                            end;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////// MANUAL CONTROL AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS FOR SIMULATION ////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

automaton manual_control:
    uncontrollable  u_throttle_decrease10,  u_throttle_decrease1,
                    u_throttle_reset,       u_throttle_increase1,
                    u_throttle_increase10,  u_brake_decrease10,
                    u_brake_decrease1,      u_brake_reset,
                    u_brake_increase1,      u_brake_increase10;

    disc int throttle = 0;
    disc int brake =    0;

    location one:
        initial;
        edge u_throttle_decrease10  do throttle := max(throttle-10,  0);
        edge u_throttle_decrease1   do throttle := max(throttle-1 ,  0);
        edge u_throttle_reset       do throttle := 0;
        edge u_throttle_increase1   do throttle := min(throttle+1 ,100);
        edge u_throttle_increase10  do throttle := min(throttle+10,100);

        edge u_brake_decrease10     do brake := max(brake-10,  0);
        edge u_brake_decrease1      do brake := max(brake-1 ,  0);
        edge u_brake_reset          do brake := 0;
        edge u_brake_increase1      do brake := min(brake+1 ,100);
        edge u_brake_increase10     do brake := min(brake+10,100);

    svgout id "throttle_opening"    text value fmt("%s percent",throttle);
    svgout id "brake_opening"       text value fmt("%s percent",   brake);

    svgin id "throttle_increase10"  event u_throttle_increase10;
    svgin id "throttle_increase1"   event u_throttle_increase1;
    svgin id "throttle_reset"       event u_throttle_reset;
    svgin id "throttle_decrease1"   event u_throttle_decrease1;
    svgin id "throttle_decrease10"  event u_throttle_decrease10;

    svgin id "brake_decrease10"     event u_brake_decrease10;
    svgin id "brake_decrease1"      event u_brake_decrease1;
    svgin id "brake_reset"          event u_brake_reset;
    svgin id "brake_increase1"      event u_brake_increase1;
    svgin id "brake_increase10"     event u_brake_increase10;
end

alg real throttle_request = manual_control.throttle/100*max_acc;
alg real brake_request    = manual_control.brake/100*max_dec;


// Manual control resulting acceleration:
alg real res_acc  = (throttle_request-brake_request-friction)/mass;
alg real friction = if   engine_simulation.v > 0:  (0.01*mass*9.81 + (A/2 * Cd * 1.29 * engine_simulation.v*engine_simulation.v)) // Dynamic Friction
                    elif engine_simulation.v < 0: -(0.01*mass*9.81 + (A/2 * Cd * 1.29 * engine_simulation.v*engine_simulation.v))
                    else 0 // Static Friction
                    end;

alg real u = if CC_active.active:
                if CC_active.u > 4: 4 // MAXIMUM =4
                else CC_active.u end
             elif ACC_active.active:
                if ACC_active.u>4: 4 // MAXIMUM = 4
                else ACC_active.u end
             else 0 end;

automaton engine_simulation:
    cont a = 0 der -(1/Tau)*a + (1/Tau)*u; // Vehicle gateway acceleration request, compensated for friction etc.
    cont x = 0 der v;   // vehicle position
    cont v = 0;         // vehicle velocity

    location off:
        initial;
        edge when x>road_length do x:=-90;  // when at end of lane, reset position to beginning of lane
        equation v' =   if v > 0 or res_acc> 0 or a > 0: // allow only positive movement
                            if (CC_active.active and not obs_overtake_throttle.on) or ACC_active.active: a // automated acceleration
                            else res_acc // manual control acceleration
                            end
                            else 0 // if no acceleration request is specified: standstill
                        end;
    svgout id "car" attr "transform" value fmt("translate(%s,0)",x);
    svgout id "text3664" text value fmt("%.2f km/h",v);
end
svgout id "cc_indicator" attr "fill" value  if CC_enabled.enabled and CC_active.inactive: "orange"
                                            elif CC_enabled.enabled and CC_active.active: "green"
                                            else                                          "red" end;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// VIRTUAL PREDECESSOR VEHICLE /////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

automaton virt_car:
    uncontrollable  u_virtual_car_on,         u_virtual_car_off,
                    u_virtual_speed_increase, u_virtual_speed_decrease;
    cont v = 0 der 0;
    cont x = -100 der v;
    monitor;
    location no_virtual_car:
        initial; marked;
//         when a virtual car is inserted make its velocity 5km/h lower than actual vehicle velocity and
//         its position the current vehicle position + 120.
        edge u_virtual_car_on do x:= engine_simulation.x + 120, v:=engine_simulation.v-5 goto virtual_car;
    location virtual_car: // when virtual car is inserted by button:
        edge u_virtual_car_off do x:=-100, v:=0 goto no_virtual_car; // when virt. vehicle is deleted delete position
        edge u_virtual_speed_increase do v := v+1; // increase velocity of virtual vehicle
        edge u_virtual_speed_decrease do v := v-1; // decrease velocity of virtual vehicle
        edge when x>road_length do x:=-90;
    svgin id "insert_lead_car" event if virtual_car: u_virtual_car_off else u_virtual_car_on end;
    svgin id "decrease_lead_speed" event u_virtual_speed_decrease;
    svgin id "increase_lead_speed" event u_virtual_speed_increase;
    svgout id "virt_car_velocity" text value fmt("%.1f km/h",v);
    svgout id "virt_car" attr "visibility" value if virtual_car: "visible" else "hidden" end;
    svgout id "virt_car" attr "transform" value fmt("translate(%s,0)", x);
end

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////// vehicle and control constants ////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

const int MAXSPEED = 140;
alg int road_length = 1400;
const real max_acc = 5000;
const real mass = 900;
const real max_dec = 6000;
const real A = 1.98;
const real Cd = 0.25;
const real K_p = 0.3;
const real Tau = 0.15;
const real K_d = 1.2;




from "lib:cif3" import *;

// Create directory for generated files.
mkdir("generated_files", force=true);

// Synthesize supervisor.


cif3datasynth("discrete_plant_and_requirement_models.cif",
             "-o generated_files/car_project_sup.cif -n sup");

// Merge supervisor with timed plants.

cif3merge("generated_files/car_project_sup.cif",
          "hybrid_plant_models.cif",
          "-o generated_files/simulation_model.cif");


// Simulate supervisor and timed plants, for validation of the supervisor.
cif3sim("generated_files/simulation_model.cif",
        "-i svg",
        "-a first",
        "--frame-rate=30",
        "--option-dialog=yes",
);




// this testcase allows events in a predefined sequence, according to the passing of time (through variable t) and
// a counter variable n. The testcases shows the behavior of the modeled system according to the manual control and
// HMI inputs. Activation of both CC and ACC is validated and the functioning of the CC actions is validated. In order
// to execute this simulation, run "testcase_tooldef.tooldef2". The testcase will each time result in the same result.


import "generated_files/simulation_model.cif";
automaton testcase:
    cont t = 0 der 1.0;
    disc int n=1;

    location Start:
        initial;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 1 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 2 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 3 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 4 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 5 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 6 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 7 do n := n + 1;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase10 when t=0 and n = 8 do n := n + 1;

        edge CC_enable_button.u_pushed          when n =  9 and t > 2                               do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_enable_button.u_released        when n = 10 and t > 1                               do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_down_on                 when n = 11 and t> 2 and engine_simulation.v<30     do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_down_off                when n = 12 and t> 0.3 and engine_simulation.v<30   do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge manual_control.u_throttle_reset    when n = 13 and t> 3                                do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_down_on                 when n = 14 and t> 0.1 and engine_simulation.v>30   do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_down_off                when n = 15 and t > 0.2 and setspeed.setspeed < 30.001
                                                                                                    do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_forward_on              when n = 16 and CC_lever.nothing_on and engine_simulation.v<=30.05                do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_forward_off             when n = 17 and t > 0.7                             do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_up_on                   when n = 18 and t > 1                               do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge CC_lever.u_up_off                  when n = 19 and setspeed.setspeed >= 50             do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_car_on          when n = 20 and engine_simulation.v > 48            do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_increase  when n = 21 and distance < 1.05 * ACC_active.desired_distance
                                                            and distance > 0.95 * ACC_active.desired_distance
                                                            and t > 15
                                                                                                    do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_increase  when n = 22                                         do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_increase  when n = 23                                         do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_increase  when n = 24                                         do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_increase  when n = 25                                         do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_increase  when n = 26                                         do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge ACC_time_gap_button.u_pushed       when n = 27 and t > 6                               do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge ACC_time_gap_button.u_released     when n = 28 and t > 0.5                             do n := n + 1, t := 0;
        edge virt_car.u_virtual_car_off         when n = 29 and distance < 1.05 * ACC_active.desired_distance
                                                        and distance > 0.95 * ACC_active.desired_distance
                                                        and t > 20
                                                                                                do n := n + 1, t := 0;

    edge when n = 30 and t > 20 goto Done;

    edge CC_lever.u_backward_on            when n<0; //n = 26 and t > 4                               do n := n + 1, t := 0;
    edge CC_lever.u_backward_off           when n<0; // = 27 and t > 1                               do n := n + 1, t := 0;



    edge virt_car.u_virtual_speed_decrease  when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_throttle_decrease10 when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_throttle_decrease1 when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_throttle_increase1 when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_brake_decrease10 when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_brake_decrease1 when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_brake_reset when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_brake_increase1 when n < 0;
    edge manual_control.u_brake_increase10 when n < 0;
  location Done:
    urgent;
end



group CC_enable_button:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
end
group brake_sensor:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
end
group CC_active:
    controllable c_activate, c_deactivate;
end
group CC_enabled:
    controllable c_enable, c_disable;
end
group CC_handle:
    uncontrollable u_forward_on,
                   u_forward_off,
                   u_backward_on,
                   u_backward_off,
                   u_down_on,
                   u_down_off,
                   u_up_on, u_up_off;
end
group set_speed:
    controllable c_on, c_off;
end
group increase:
    controllable c_on, c_off;
end
group decrease:
    controllable c_on, c_off;
end
group erase_set_speed:
    controllable c_on, c_off;
end
group obs_max_speed:
    uncontrollable u_above_max, u_below_max;
end
group obs_overtake_throttle:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
end
group obs_set_speed:
    uncontrollable u_speed_set, u_speed_erased;
end
group obs_min_v_activate:
    uncontrollable u_above_30, u_below_30;
end
group obs_min_v_deactivate:
    uncontrollable u_below_25, u_above_25;
end
group obs_min_set_speed:
    uncontrollable u_above_30, u_below_30;
end

group def timer():
    controllable c_start, c_cancel, c_reset;
    uncontrollable u_timeout;
end
timer_180_CC : timer();
timerdecrease : timer();
timerincrease : timer();
group time_gap:
    controllable c_on, c_off;
end
group mode:
    controllable c_on, c_off;
end
group mode_observer:
    controllable c_reset;
end

group ACC_active:
    controllable c_activate, c_deactivate;
end
group radar:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
end
group radar_reliable:
    uncontrollable u_reliable, u_unreliable;
end
group ACC_time_gap_button:
    uncontrollable u_on, u_off;
end
group obs_higher_speed:
    uncontrollable u_higher, u_not_higher;
end

automaton hardware_map:
//input definitions (booleans):
    input int CC_handle_up;
    input int CC_handle_down;
    input int CC_handle_backward;
    input int CC_handle_forward;
    input int max_vel_reached;
    input int v_above_30;
    input int v_above_25;
    input int brake_pushed;
    input int speed_is_set;
    input int throttle_overtake;
    input int CC_is_enabled;
    input int setspeed_above_30;

///// timers///////
    input int timer180timedout;
    input int timerincreasetimedout;
    input int timerdecreasetimedout;

//\\\\ACC additions\\\\\\
    input int radar_signal;
    input int radar_signal_reliable;
    input int time_gap_button;
    input int speed_difference;


    disc int last_CC_handle_up      =0;
    disc int last_CC_handle_down    =0;
    disc int last_CC_handle_backward=0;
    disc int last_CC_handle_forward =0;
    disc int last_max_vel_reached   =0;
    disc int last_v_above_30        =0;
    disc int last_v_above_25        =0;
    disc int last_brake_pushed      =0;
    disc int last_speed_is_set      =0;
    disc int last_throttle_overtake =0;
    disc int last_CC_is_enabled     =0;
    disc int last_setspeed_above_30 =0;

    disc int last_timer180timedout  =0;
    disc int last_timerincreasetimedout =0;
    disc int last_timerdecreasetimedout =0;

    disc int actuator_CC_active     =0;
    disc int actuator_set_speed     =0;
    disc int actuator_increase      =0;
    disc int actuator_decrease      =0;
    disc int actuator_erase         =0;
    disc int actuator_zCC_enabled   =0;

    disc int actuator_set_new_time_gap =0;
    disc int actuator_ACC_active    =0;

    disc int actuator_timer180start         =0;
    disc int actuator_timerdecreasestart    =0;
    disc int actuator_timerincreasestart    =0;
    disc int actuator_timer180cancel        =0;
    disc int actuator_timerdecreasecancel   =0;
    disc int actuator_timerincreasecancel   =0;
    disc int actuator_timer180reset         =0;
    disc int actuator_timerincreasereset    =0;
    disc int actuator_timerdecreasereset    =0;

////////ACC additions\\\\\\

    disc int last_radar_signal              =0;
    disc int last_radar_signal_reliable     =0;
    disc int last_time_gap_button           =0;
    disc int last_speed_difference          =0;
    disc int actuator_zmode                          =0;
    location: initial;
    // CC_handle mappings (generating events from input booleans)
        edge CC_handle.u_up_on                  when        CC_handle_up=1        and     last_CC_handle_up=0           do last_CC_handle_up        :=1;
        edge CC_handle.u_up_off                 when        CC_handle_up=0        and     last_CC_handle_up=1           do last_CC_handle_up        :=0;
        edge CC_handle.u_down_on                when        CC_handle_down=1      and     last_CC_handle_down=0         do last_CC_handle_down      :=1;
        edge CC_handle.u_down_off               when        CC_handle_down=0      and     last_CC_handle_down=1         do last_CC_handle_down      :=0;
        edge CC_handle.u_backward_on            when        CC_handle_backward=1  and     last_CC_handle_backward=0     do last_CC_handle_backward  :=1;
        edge CC_handle.u_backward_off           when        CC_handle_backward=0  and     last_CC_handle_backward=1     do last_CC_handle_backward  :=0;
        edge CC_handle.u_forward_on             when        CC_handle_forward=1   and     last_CC_handle_forward=0      do last_CC_handle_forward   :=1;
        edge CC_handle.u_forward_off            when        CC_handle_forward=0   and     last_CC_handle_forward=1      do last_CC_handle_forward   :=0;
        edge brake_sensor.u_on                  when        brake_pushed=1        and     last_brake_pushed=0           do last_brake_pushed        :=1;
        edge brake_sensor.u_off                 when        brake_pushed=0        and     last_brake_pushed=1           do last_brake_pushed        :=0;
        edge obs_set_speed.u_speed_set          when        speed_is_set=1        and     last_speed_is_set=0           do last_speed_is_set        :=1;
        edge obs_set_speed.u_speed_erased       when        speed_is_set=0        and     last_speed_is_set=1           do last_speed_is_set        :=0;
        edge CC_enable_button.u_on              when        CC_is_enabled=1       and     last_CC_is_enabled=0          do last_CC_is_enabled       :=1;
        edge CC_enable_button.u_off             when        CC_is_enabled=0       and     last_CC_is_enabled=1          do last_CC_is_enabled       :=0;
        edge obs_max_speed.u_above_max          when        max_vel_reached=1     and     last_max_vel_reached=0        do last_max_vel_reached     :=1;
        edge obs_max_speed.u_below_max          when        max_vel_reached=0     and     last_max_vel_reached=1        do last_max_vel_reached     :=0;
        edge obs_overtake_throttle.u_on         when        throttle_overtake=1   and     last_throttle_overtake=0      do last_throttle_overtake   :=1;
        edge obs_overtake_throttle.u_off        when        throttle_overtake=0   and     last_throttle_overtake=1      do last_throttle_overtake   :=0;
        edge obs_min_v_activate.u_above_30      when        v_above_30=1          and     last_v_above_30=0             do last_v_above_30          :=1;
        edge obs_min_v_activate.u_below_30      when        v_above_30=0          and     last_v_above_30=1             do last_v_above_30          :=0;
        edge obs_min_v_deactivate.u_above_25    when        v_above_25=1          and     last_v_above_25=0             do last_v_above_25          :=1;
        edge obs_min_v_deactivate.u_below_25    when        v_above_25=0          and     last_v_above_25=1             do last_v_above_25          :=0;
        edge obs_min_set_speed.u_above_30       when        setspeed_above_30=1   and     last_setspeed_above_30=0      do last_setspeed_above_30   :=1;
        edge obs_min_set_speed.u_below_30       when        setspeed_above_30=0   and     last_setspeed_above_30=1      do last_setspeed_above_30   :=0;
        edge radar.u_on                         when        radar_signal=1          and     last_radar_signal=0             do last_radar_signal            :=1;
        edge radar.u_off                        when        radar_signal=0          and     last_radar_signal=1             do last_radar_signal            :=0;
        edge radar_reliable.u_reliable          when        radar_signal_reliable=1 and     last_radar_signal_reliable=0    do last_radar_signal_reliable   :=1;
        edge radar_reliable.u_unreliable        when        radar_signal_reliable=0 and     last_radar_signal_reliable=1    do last_radar_signal_reliable   :=0;
        edge ACC_time_gap_button.u_on           when        time_gap_button=1       and     last_time_gap_button=0          do last_time_gap_button         :=1;
        edge ACC_time_gap_button.u_off          when        time_gap_button=0       and     last_time_gap_button=1          do last_time_gap_button         :=0;
        edge obs_higher_speed.u_higher          when        speed_difference=1      and     last_speed_difference=0         do last_speed_difference        :=1;
        edge obs_higher_speed.u_not_higher      when        speed_difference=0      and     last_speed_difference=1         do last_speed_difference        :=0;


        edge timer_180_CC.u_timeout             when        timer180timedout=1    and   last_timer180timedout=0         do last_timer180timedout     :=1;
        edge timer_180_CC.c_start               when        actuator_timer180start=0                                    do actuator_timer180start    :=1, actuator_timer180cancel    :=0,  actuator_timer180reset:=0, last_timer180timedout := 0;
        edge timer_180_CC.c_cancel              when        actuator_timer180cancel=0                                   do actuator_timer180cancel   :=1, actuator_timer180start     :=0,  actuator_timer180reset:=0;
        edge timer_180_CC.c_reset               when        actuator_timer180reset=0                                    do actuator_timer180reset    :=1, actuator_timer180start     :=0,  actuator_timer180cancel:=0;


        edge timerdecrease.u_timeout            when        timerdecreasetimedout=1 and   last_timerdecreasetimedout=0  do last_timerdecreasetimedout:=1;
        edge timerdecrease.c_start              when        actuator_timerdecreasestart=0                               do actuator_timerdecreasestart:=1,  actuator_timerdecreasecancel:=0,   actuator_timerdecreasereset:=0, last_timerdecreasetimedout:=0;
        edge timerdecrease.c_cancel             when        actuator_timerdecreasecancel=0                              do actuator_timerdecreasecancel:=1, actuator_timerdecreasestart:=0,    actuator_timerdecreasereset:=0;
        edge timerdecrease.c_reset              when        actuator_timerdecreasereset=0   do actuator_timerdecreasereset:=1, actuator_timerdecreasestart:=0,  actuator_timerdecreasecancel:=0;


        edge timerincrease.u_timeout            when        timerincreasetimedout=1 and   last_timerincreasetimedout=0  do last_timerincreasetimedout:=1;
        edge timerincrease.c_start              when        actuator_timerincreasestart=0                               do actuator_timerincreasestart:=1, actuator_timerincreasecancel:=0,   actuator_timerincreasereset:=0, last_timerincreasetimedout:=0;
        edge timerincrease.c_cancel             when        actuator_timerincreasecancel=0                              do actuator_timerincreasecancel:=1, actuator_timerincreasestart:=0,  actuator_timerincreasereset:=0;
        edge timerincrease.c_reset              when        actuator_timerincreasereset=0                               do actuator_timerincreasereset:=1, actuator_timerincreasestart:=0,  actuator_timerincreasecancel:=0;

        edge mode.c_on                          when        actuator_zmode=0                 do actuator_zmode:=1;
        edge mode.c_on                          when        actuator_zmode=1                 do actuator_zmode:=2;
        edge mode.c_on                          when        actuator_zmode=2                 do actuator_zmode:=0;
        edge mode_observer.c_reset              when        actuator_zmode=1 or actuator_zmode=2      do actuator_zmode:=0;


// let controllable event occur and change output value.
        edge CC_enabled.c_enable            when        actuator_zCC_enabled=0           do actuator_zCC_enabled  :=1;
        edge CC_enabled.c_disable           when        actuator_zCC_enabled=1           do actuator_zCC_enabled  :=0;
        edge CC_active.c_activate           when        actuator_CC_active=0            do actuator_CC_active   :=1;
        edge CC_active.c_deactivate         when        actuator_CC_active=1            do actuator_CC_active   :=0;
        edge set_speed.c_on                 when        actuator_set_speed=0            do actuator_set_speed   :=1;
        edge set_speed.c_off                when        actuator_set_speed=1            do actuator_set_speed   :=0;
        edge increase.c_on                  when        actuator_increase=0             do actuator_increase    :=1;
        edge increase.c_off                 when        actuator_increase=1             do actuator_increase    :=0;
        edge decrease.c_on                  when        actuator_decrease=0             do actuator_decrease    :=1;
        edge decrease.c_off                 when        actuator_decrease=1             do actuator_decrease    :=0;
        edge erase_set_speed.c_on           when        actuator_erase=0                do actuator_erase       :=1;
        edge erase_set_speed.c_off          when        actuator_erase=1                do actuator_erase       :=0;
        edge ACC_active.c_activate          when        actuator_ACC_active=0           do actuator_ACC_active  :=1;
        edge ACC_active.c_deactivate        when        actuator_ACC_active=1           do actuator_ACC_active  :=0;
        edge time_gap.c_on                  when        actuator_set_new_time_gap=0     do actuator_set_new_time_gap:=1;
        edge time_gap.c_off                 when        actuator_set_new_time_gap=1     do actuator_set_new_time_gap:=0;
end



from "lib:cif3" import *;

// Create directory for generated files.
mkdir("generated_files", force=true);

// Synthesize supervisor.
cif3datasynth("discrete_plant_and_requirement_models.cif",
             "-o generated_files/supervisor.cif");

// Merge supervisor with timed plants.
cif3merge("generated_files/supervisor.cif",
          "hardware_mapping.cif",
          "-o generated_files/code_generator_model.cif");

// exclude state/event exclusion invariants.
cif3cif("generated_files/code_generator_model.cif",
        "-o generated_files/code_generator_model_converted.cif",
        "-t elim-state-evt-excl-invs");

// C-code generation
cif3codegen("generated_files/code_generator_model_converted.cif",
            "--option-dialog=yes",
            "--target-language=simulink",
            "--code-prefix=CC_lever_c",
            "--output-dir=generated_files/",
            "--output-variables=hardware_map.actuator_*");
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